Initial validation checks

baseURL is http://nais-jordan.gov.jo/oai/oai2.aspx
Validation only
Request logged from 196.219.48.130

Checking Identify response


Administrator email address mbasma_65@hotmail.com

[PASS] Correctly reports OAI-PMH protocol version 2.0
[PASS] baseURL supplied matches the Identify response
[PASS] Datestamp granularity is 'days'
[PASS] earliestDatestamp is 2010-09-01

This repository has passed initial validation. An email message has been sent to the administrator's email address shown above which includes a URL to continue validation and/or registration. The purpose of this is to ensure that only the repository administrator can change the registration record of a repository, and to avoid the excessive use of the validation script by some third party.
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